Title: Petch (PCH) 033a - Biosafety Level II- Lab Renovation

Location: Petch Building Room 033a, 033 and Adjacent Corridor 001F

Description: Facilities Management is working with Aral Construction Limited to undertake renovations to upgrade lab space for PCH 033a. This is to notify the building occupants that construction hoarding is scheduled to be installed April 8 or 9th through April 19th per the attached plan in preparation for work in the corridor and in PCH 033 for floor grinding and finishing. A 36” wide pathway will be maintained however FMGT requests that you use the other entrances and exits from the building while the temporary construction hoarding is in place.

Please note that noisy work has been scheduled for 7:00am to 8:30am on April 12 and 13 and that odours are being mitigated with negative air.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause.

Time frame: April 8th to April 19th 2021 - approximately

FMGT contact: Kim Frechette, Project Manager

Email address: kfrechette@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-516-2922
Facilities Management

Outline of Hoarding
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Notes:
This drawing is for reference only. All site dimensions and conditions must be field-verified and reflected in all drawings submitted to UVic. The UVic title block is for FMGT use only. Modifications made to this document must be represented by the modifiers own title block. Any discrepancies found in UVic drawings must be communicated to UVic FMGT Project Manager assigned to the Project.
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